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, ABSTRACT
Embedded in a sensitive instructional context rather

than's. stifling,testing atmosphere, diagnostic lessons provide
/assessment that is reliable, practical, valid, and efficient. In this

'

ytkpe:of:assessment, there are several determiners of instructional
iplacement:: (1) students' propensity to adapt strategies as a result
of specified instruction, (2) the teacher investment necessary to
'engage the student in an active interpretation of text, and (3) the
amount of ,task modification necessary to create the desired reading
,change., When ,assessment and instruction interface, the teacher
evaluatesthe dynamic interplay of the following components of the
'twii-prficeises: tisk, situational context, method of instruction,
-Child's strategies, and text. Generally, diagnostic lessons provide a
three°stage'procedure for assessing students' ability to profit from
instruction. The first stage establishes a baseline performance level
based,on an "at sight," unassisted reading of the first section of a
selectedtext. During the second Stage, instructional hypotheses
:basedon this reading are implemented as students are taught the
middle'section of the text. The final stage determines the reading
growth resulting from modifications made during instruction. If the
instruction was appropriate, students should be able to read the text
near'the independent reading level. Twenty references are listed.
(JD)
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DIAGNOSTIC LESSONS'AS ASSESS-_ENT

The reverence for standardized tes

results from a systemic-proble

confidence i

As a re

goals

goals

Lesson-1

-g,:in,the United S ate

reflecting,th-
.

eaeher*andthe..OublIe'e.ery for

s ciety's lack of

accountability.

ult w 'have moved from selectingtests that measure the

ding instruction -Td- selecting tests that becoMe the

f readinginstruction.

the pattern: "The public beco

Farr and....Carey(1986)delineate

eaf:disenchanted,withT_educatlon,

reforms are suggested. "Reform efforts are focused on discrete,

measurable edUcation OutcomeS"; and Subsequently:testa are

.cleveloped to asseasthose objeotives. -:Then "school systems-are'

told:toemphasize the frameworks (objectives) that have been'

cleveloped. ,As a result of the focused instruction.,- test scores

goup, Then:the "education policy makers and leaderS proclaim

that their reforms have imp_oved education." (pp 208209) 'With

this accountability framework, has come diss nsion among parents,

teachers, and researchers. This prevalent snap shot approith-to

assessment is questkoted by classroom teachers as they admonish'

administrators that single score resulting.'from a week:Jong,

t represent-the

eager, :bright minds.thatabound in their claas ooms, Parents are

tension-laden, Adecontextualized experience cann

questioning the labeling and tracking of their children in

special programs as they review a myriad of test scores that

describe deficits wjthout describingJnstructional alternatives.

They complete the parent conference with a list of specific
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objectives that must be obtained without a mention of how their

child will be instructed and leave the school wondering if anyone

will ever understand what a delightful human being their child

is. This dissension among parents and teachers is shared by

researchers who view reading as a cognitive process. Stated

succinctly "Research on the reading process indicates that

reading cannot be fractionated into a set of separate skills;

do so is to misunderstand reading behavior. Additionally, many

tests attempt to assess mastery of these skills though research

indicates that the concept of the mastery of reading is anathema
r-

to a constantly develoOing behavior." (Farran& Carey, 1986 p.

17) These three,groups are ,searching for new ways to assess

reading behavior that will a feet appropriate decisiOns about

instruction. This paperroffers,one solution to the apti'quated-

uidol" oftesting.

For assessment to 'g:ide instructioni the'answer is quite
,

siMple'., Simply find something the student can read'and=begin'to

teach. Then introduce increasingly more complex'reading-

activitieS, while at the same ,tiMe,providing explicit instruc ion,

in those strategiesHnecessary to actively read and comprehend the,

more difficult, 'teXt. FinellY, systematically observe the effect

of, the instrUctional modifications on reading performance.

Instruction does not stop in order to assess. Instead,

assessment becomes the identification _of the-instru tional

conditions under which the student can attain his highest reading

performance. in this type of assessment, referred to as



A,Diagnosticess
_ ,

diagnostic lessons, assessment, and instruction are dual prod

that interface ratlLerthan separate proeesSes...Diagnestic:

lessonsas ass_ssment-change the traditional. role of the teacher.

:nd facilitator

the teacher becomes a participant in, the asSessment process by

restructuring the reading event to meet the expa g cognitive

needs of the student. She "must be sensitive to the child's

needs at any

diagnosls tha

-tage of the process'. She must engage_in on-line

ill:inform her"Jevel of participation.,,

participa ion that is finely tuned to the child's changing

, cognitive status." (Baker and:Brown, 1984 p. 382)

Embedded in an instructional context rather than in the

stifling context of testing, diagnostic lessons provide'an

assess-ent that is reliable pxactical, valid and efficient.

E:li,agnostic lessons are practical,becaUse suggestions for

instructioncan be incorporated immediately..
, Predictions, made

abOut"reading perforMance are confirmed by matching and adapting,

instruction to the idiosyncratic nature of the reader; therefore
,

'instructionbecome- an integral part of assessment. (johnston,

1984) Second, thistype of assessment is valid becauSe' the

a.ctual instructio al situation 'is used to ass,ess the atudent',s

,pe formance. The lessons provide information about the

strategies a stu&nt uses to derive meaning from text.

piagnosticlesseins a e 7a situation in which the child's behavior

as a learner can be carefully observed and evaluated.," (Harris

and'Sipay, 1985, p.226) ,Third,,this assessment is based on
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the read ng event, rather than

single e_mprehensi n error or w rd identification error. Through

nal opportunities the teacher me tally records

ponses due to these interactions. As

Pea son and Johnson (1978) state ' nstruction itself allo s

:you (the teacher) opportunities assess student performance and

progress on various comprehension tasks. . because it is

continuous-and based upon many samples of behavior, ohanc s are

will be useful in making decisions about students "(pp.,

218-219) Therefore diagnostic lessons'are' enable,: Finally;

the assessment is efficient because learning does not'stop, in

order to test. 'As Feuerstein suggests, the teacher has an

excellent opportunity to analyze areas of trengths and

weaknesses. and. al strategies".

affect "the desired modification in the most effi ient and

economical way,"AFeuerstein,

, Determiners-Of Place

During a diagnostic' le sohj, the teacher aSseSses the learning

Hpotential of each student; i.e. the rate at Which the studerit,can
,

profit from her instruction She becomes, a teacher-obserVer and,

the child becomes an active learner. In this type of assassmenr,

'the,student's propensity to adapt 'strategies as a reSult of

,specified instruction is one of the deterMiners of instructional,

place_ent. This determiner is based on the'"difference between

the level of unaided performance,a child can achieve, and the



level h_ Could ach=zieve
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with aid. Not only are the levels within

is width of that zone, with a greater

Powell,-Or learning potential

1984 p.248)

Another de ru:Ininer is the a

necessary to en -e the student an active

investment

erp etation of

(Feuerstain 1979) If teacher,investment is extremely

high, then changes in the instruction that decrease the

complexity of the I task 'for. the 1 arner are-needed., For- exampl,e,...

less cam4mmplex text' may faCilitate learning. If ,the

teacher investment is low, -,-.then changes in lxistruction that

increase the comp1op4exity of the taSk -6-difficult text) and

demand a wider appraiCation across reading':text And tasks are

,needed. Therefore, the amount:cif teacherdirected instruction '.

necessary for a stuRadent to iuternalize new learning is assessed

todetormine-the seritudent s instructional placement.

'A third determuminer, f instructional placement is ,the amount

oftask modificaticuon necessary to create, the desired reading

change. (Feuersteicon, 1979) During instruction the teacher

modifies,the task muss needed tocreate learning. ,SometiMes the

modification is notlithing more that asking 'a student to support an'

answer' in the text. However, it,can mean-that a teacher needs to

:have the student 'reziad smaller segments of the text, then ask

directAuestion, ,nitmodel how to construct.an answer, and finally,

ask tLe stUdent to integrate the information'with background

Anowledge.



TI-Le components of assessment

of

Di gno t=ic Lesson

When assessment and instriicon interface, the mmany acet

struction; (the task, the

imstruction the child

components

tuational cont xt e method of

strategies and the text ) be _ -come

of the evaluation The teacher ev-.--aluates the

vari1es instead of the recording of

s answers to cont ived ions. The s s what the

dynamic interplay of thes

st-udent

child asked to do and the Le ique shows the s nt "how

complete the task. The text What is read influenc.-es the

cha=_ld' s response during the reading event. The teach
,

coritinuousl y evaluates the studeotts performance duri-tg

instruction but equally important she reflects on the context

tht surrounds the in tructional Luteractions. Each of these

fi.kre components influence reading performance during .,ny given

reading event.

The echnique

TheReading Event



THE TASK. Children

_...:figure out ',what task

i fact, many:tests

ch the child can

Eiagnost - Lesson

a e often mystified vlien tryl

they are to complete during an

evaluate precisely that: the rap dity wit

figure out the task. It is not unusua

af er reading a paragraph and being asked literal question

children ask for a second chance, now that they know what you

want for an answe However, in a diagnostic lessan, the teacl-Aher

evaluates the task as it is presented, segments those task5 that

are difficult for the stude and notes whi h WificatLons

produce a change in reading performance. As Cioffi and Carney (1983)

state "when a child fails to respond to a question at the ,litersral

level after reading the text silently, the lack of response
itself is of limited value." (p. 765) By restructuring the taslo.R,

the teacher can evaluate probable hypotheses about the student

responses. She can investigate a decoding probl.em by aslang

student to read the selection orally. Or she can rephrase the

question to facilitate an integration of background knowledge

with the text . For example after readin "The Last Days 'of

Darkness, Part One," in Ginn s fourth grade besal text, the
teacher asked the following question; "Why was,Seth more
irritated than frightened?" which required an, evaluation
detailed information, in the story arid integrating this:

information with prior knowledge. Since the student' could not

answer the question, the teacher rephrased the questi_ n and, askrzsced

the following series "What had Seth forgotten? Have you ever go.a,ne

camping and forgotten :something? How did you feel? Do you thLink,,



Seth was :feeling that way

tell yow about Seth? This

DiagnoStic Lesson 8

What w s the author trying

series of questions ,resulted in the

same kind of comprehension but the task had changed from a

non-literal response requiring integration of information by the

-..atudent to a sequence of

--student that were woVentegether.by leading

..teaCher tp ferm the::n6n-literal response.

'TraditionallY variation' reading,performance

as measured by standard zed test has been more an indicati

emtensive knowledge about a lot of topics rather than the abil ty'

ead andcomprehend. (Anderson al. 1985), Tests are

constructed to sample reader respOnseto a variety of text

structures and tepicS so that theseeffectS are randomized.

However, when using diagnostic lessons, the teacher eXamines the L

text to assess its influence on-instrucion. Then she teaches

.text structures in a series of diagnostic lessons to assess the

effect knowledge about, text: structures haSon,reader response.

Passage,length, content and,complexity of the text, density of

information, word choices,, 'text structure,and the elaboration of

information are characteristics that affect reader response.

(Graves, 1986) The teacher examines the text to assess its effec

on student reading performance and then modifies instruction to
,

assess' the student'S ability to learn text structures, as,a result

of instruction. As Johnston and Pearson (1982) state 7The common

types of structuredwhich occur in,content-area texts couldHpe
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-taught. .I- structures are taught, then such knowledge beCoMes

a target.for assessment--we need to know whether or n

instruction has worked." (p 136)

our

THE',CHILD. :Bringing __sothe task ancL,th_ text their own

knowledge:and strategies,',' each learner performs in distinctive

differen ways; therefore, the te cher observes the student's

nteractions within the reading event. Initially, she identifies

an instructional level where the child can benefit from

acher-directed instruction. Concurrently, she finds out what

,the:child already knOws about the task of reading and the content

The teacher assesses text-related

knowledge such as knowledge of textual organIzations (story

grammar, etc,.) as Well as level of performance. Equally

-that ahe is toteach.

importan- she al assessestaskrelated:knoWledge such as the

level of skill development and perception of the reading task.

StudentsTcan be'eValuated not only on what they 'alreadyknow

, (knowledge base), but also on how they integrate new inforMatiOn

with whatwe already know (strategy use). Some,students select

meaning cues, while others select graphic cues. Some atudents,

rely heavily on their background'knowledge while'other students

use only the text to form hypothesis while they, are reading.

Some students summarize stories giving the overall gist of the

text while other students give explicitly stated information.

Some students revise and monitor their model of meaning readily

while other students,need concrete facts before they revise
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Model of meaning-. (Spiro and Myers, 1984). These strategies
,

include patterns of,organi4ng knowledge, cue and strategy

selection, and monitoring and shifting these strategies. The,-

teacher evaluates the student knowledge base and strategy use

during a series of diagnostic le.sons.

'I'HETECHNIQUE. During rhe diagnostic lessen the teacher

'analyzes the effect,that the:interventionor the technique has on

:Hatudent responses. jiuringthe lesson, the teacher thinks:about

,Jiew a child will .best.,:prafit-frOM her instruction. Subsequently,'

she analyzes-how variouS-tachniques approach instruction so that

she can match the child's learning strategies with the most

fficient instructional technique. According to Pearson and

Johnson (1978 p.88) Typically, any developmental reading program

is a combination of skills act vities component. . and a

story reading component " The teacher evaluates whether a

technique is to introduce a skill in isolation or if the

technique is to help the student learn more about reading

stories. Some techniques incorporate strategy instruction as

they teach skills, while other techniques focus only on the

skills. (Samuels, 1980) Techniques differ on when they are

implemented during the lesson (before, during, or after). Some

techniques develop prerequisite knowledge in order to heighten

story understanding while other techniques focus on developing

active reading during the story. (McNeil, 1984) Equally

important is the amount nd kind of direct instruction provided
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during its implementation. Some techniques require that .the

teacher 'present inf rmatiOn in a non-directive format and simply

provide thoughtful questions and support for reading. Other

techniques require 'that the teacher direct the student's learning

by modeling how the strategy is to be used when reading.

(Tierney, 1982) Therefore, the.teacher assesses how variouS

techniques present reading tasks.

HTHECONTEXT.' The interactive context of instruction plays a

keyrolein influencing the learning thatoccursduring the

instructional eve_t. -For example, Harste, Burke, and Woodward.

(1982) found that children s story retellings were more complete

when conveyed to..apeer who had not read the story than.when

...Conveyed to.a teadher wholiad read the Story. Drawing

.:4.mplications from the research'withinner7city Black children's

...language production, Cioffi and Carney (1983) illuStrate the

effectthatcontext b_s on assessment,. '14hen .i,abo(1972). :changed

-the interviesufrorva te-ting situation t- a social situation, he

:found'that th- "children Possess a rich, flexible and logically

consistent language" rather-than the "inability to expres-

manipulate logical lationships as previousry

Cioffi and Carney,

eported.

765 -766..) _Therefore, the teacher

must be.sensitive to the context of instruction.-assessment and

.hOw it....influbnces th_ responseofthe student:. -Her feedbaCk'Can..-

-.engage ,the student....Ln::ameaning search to integrate the writ en

text with background knowledge it can inhibit an exchange of
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relevant information by focusing'on irrelevant facts unconnected

to the reader's kn wiedge.

The Procedures

The diagnostic lesson is a three-s age procedure for

assessing a.student's ability to profit from instruction. Prior

the diagnostic lessen, a text at inStructional reading level .

_ selected based onAnformal assessment of reading performance.

Instructionalreading.level is defined-as the level where the

student will profit from mediated instruction. (Walker, In Press_

decision .to .eValuate oral or silent reading is made, a text .is

selected and divided into three sections. Then a 'diagnostic

lesson is conducted..

The first stage establishes baseline- performance level where'-..

the first-section of the selected text is read "at sightl' and .

thout 'assistance. The section is either read orally t

investigate a-Trint.pr_cessLng concern or read -ilently t

-.investigate a meaning processing concern This section is then

.analyzed...using quantitative (e- -r rate and percent of

comprehension) and qualitative assessMent (miscues and

iscomprehension) frameworks. (Walker, in preas) During the

second stage, the middle section of the passage is taught

investigate instructional hypotheses. By assesses the telatiVe

.Influences.of the components of assessment. ,(the task,' text

techniqu_ child' and context),-the teacher-develops.. her

jlypotheses about the student's ea ning'. The teacher observes

14
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the changes she makes in order to ensure text interpretation.

The adjustments include a wide range of possibilities that. -ould

be as simple as changing the words that are said to children when

they encounter.amunknown. word, to.modifying the .complex_

interaction among the text, teaching technlque and the

instructional setting. The teacher analyzes the effect these

'modifications have on reading performance so that productive

..changes can be repeated. Stage three, the final stage,

establishes the amount of reading growth that resulted fiom

modifications made dUring instruction. Toassess the degree of

change, the third'section is read like the first sectio_

sight" and without assistance. As a result of the mediated

instruction during stagetwo,there should be quantitative and

qualitative changes in .reading performance. If instructi_n was

appropriatel.the text should be read near the independent reading

level as established through quantitative assestment.

-.Furthermore appropriate instruction results in a predictive.

meaning base -fOrthe.story; therefore, the qual tative pattelms

of. -reading should'reflect a more integrated use of reader-besed

.processing a_d text-based'processing.

Su mary

This three-stage procedure crea es an interface between

assessment and "instruction alloWing the teacher t establish the

instructional conditions necessary for a student to internalize

complex reading behaviors as they are introduced. Evaluating
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the instructi nal interactions, the student's reading behavior is

viewed as a product of a matrix of interactions, rather than a

single variation of the ofte_ sterile testing situation.

Teaching as a.ssess ent takes into account the natural classroom

interactions between the child, the teacher, the technique, the

text and the task. Rather than controlling the small components,

the teacher evaluates the interactions and their relative

influence _n reader response. Reading assessment is redireCt'd

to theinterrelationship of the components rather than 'student

Student deficits, then,- are redefined-t- describe the

instructional conditions under which learning can occur.

-Teaching as-assessment is real teachingand.real assessment

alloWs the teacher-to adjust instruction, observe Changes inv-

reading behavio- and introduce more ..appropriately complex

instructional --asks-
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